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11/18/20
Re: Distance Learning Days
Parents and Students,
Please see below for information for the upcoming distance learning days for Madison
Central.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

11/23 is a B day and 11/24 is an A day.
Teachers will report to school.
Students will work from home.
We will follow the same daily class schedule (blocks 5-8 and 1-4)
Teachers will use a mix of either live class via Teams or post a recorded lesson in
canvas. Teachers will be available during each assigned block to answer student
questions and interact as needed.
6. Attendance will be taken by monitoring students present in live classes and/or work
submitted before the end the day on Monday and Tuesday. Students will be counted
absent if they do not attend or submit work on that day. However, that work will be
allowed to be made up following basic guidelines surrounding absences.
7. Students should charge Macbooks and be ready to perform class work throughout the
day. Call tech support at (601) 499-0795 for assistance.
8. Teachers will communicate to the 7th and 3rd block class regarding a lunch time for
that class.
Please work with us as we move through these days together. Distance learning is still a
work in progress for many of us and should continue to grow and evolve over time.
We are currently experiencing a spike in COVID cases at MCHS and I encourage each of you
to use good safe practices and common sense around your interactions over the break. On a
positive note, I have been very encouraged to learn of the progress being made on vaccines
recently. Hopefully in a few months there will be approved and administered vaccines and
we can return to normal school life.
Enjoy next week and be sure to focus on the things that matter most!
Sincerely,
Sean Brewer

